
Keeping your Oracle Cloud Applications Keeping your Oracle Cloud Applications 
documentation up to date throughout a documentation up to date throughout a 
project, and during the lifecycle of your project, and during the lifecycle of your 
ownership, is time consuming and complex.  ownership, is time consuming and complex.  
Configurations are constantly changing, Configurations are constantly changing, 
and quarterly updates bring with them and quarterly updates bring with them 
new innovations and enhancements. new innovations and enhancements. 
Synchronizing these changes across multiple Synchronizing these changes across multiple 
instances (e.g. Dev, Test, Prod) requires a instances (e.g. Dev, Test, Prod) requires a 
high level of co-ordination and control. high level of co-ordination and control. 

ReportsReports  from Rapid4Cloud, a module of from Rapid4Cloud, a module of 
our SaaS Intelligent Cloud Automation our SaaS Intelligent Cloud Automation 
Suite, provides the on-demand ability to Suite, provides the on-demand ability to 
automatically produce configuration reports automatically produce configuration reports 
down to task level, and compare them across down to task level, and compare them across 
business units or instances, providing real-business units or instances, providing real-
time visibility and control of your Oracle time visibility and control of your Oracle 
Cloud environment.Cloud environment.

WithWith  ReportsReports  from Rapid4Cloud, your from Rapid4Cloud, your 
configuration reports are always up to configuration reports are always up to 
date and a true reflection of your solution.  date and a true reflection of your solution.  
Decision-making will always be based on Decision-making will always be based on 
accurate data. This brings value both during accurate data. This brings value both during 
implementation and also post go-live for implementation and also post go-live for 
your run and maintain activities.your run and maintain activities.
  

KEY FEATURES

REPORTS

BENEFITS

Quickly configure a new 
Cloud instance using a 
simple questionnaire

Use EBS setups and data 
as a template to create 
new Cloud instance

Generate system
standard reports, 

export in 
multiple formats 

and compare

Ad-hoc changes, changes 
by module, loading large 

data volumes

Automatically copy your Setup, 
Master and Transaction data 

between environments 
- DEV, TEST, PROD

Create a master 
template and 
automatically 

roll out to 
another 

country or 
business unit

Rapid4Cloud
Intelligent
Cloud

Automation

Produce on demand configuration Produce on demand configuration 
reports in multiple formats – in a few reports in multiple formats – in a few 
clicks, in a few minutes. clicks, in a few minutes. 

Compare reports from multiple Compare reports from multiple 
instances, business units and/or instances, business units and/or 
datasets down to task level datasets down to task level 

Perform impact analysis of Oracle Perform impact analysis of Oracle 
Cloud updates, and any other system Cloud updates, and any other system 
changeschanges

True SaaS solution – no software to True SaaS solution – no software to 
install, no implementation costinstall, no implementation cost

Eliminates the need to maintain Eliminates the need to maintain 
manual configuration workbooksmanual configuration workbooks

The Reports become templates that The Reports become templates that 
can be used to automatically update can be used to automatically update 
one of more environments. one of more environments. 

Making it easier to implement and run Oracle Cloud Applications

INTELLIGENT CLOUD AUTOMATION
 
Designed for both new and existing users of Oracle Cloud 
Applications, R4C saves time and improves data quality whilst 
freeing up resources to focus on high value add activities. With 
Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Process Automation technologies 
at its core, R4C is a software suite designed to automate and 
accelerate the many repetitive manual processes involved in 
implementing and maintaining Oracle Cloud Applications. This is 
what makes the R4C solution key to maximising the benefits of 
the Oracle Cloud. 

 ✔ Reduced information lead times with real-time reporting of 
system configurations 
 

 ✔ Compressed cycle time for applying quarterly updates  

 ✔ Lower cost of ownership as fewer resources are required to 
produce and analyse reports
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